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 Now open it. If you have Zone.ff in the ZONE folder you dont need to extract it. Click fix textures (if your not admin click
admin). Then you can go to your MW2 folder/zone/english and copy/cut the pre gfx into the ZONE folder/zone/english, you

will have to do this with every zone. It is very simple to do. Edit: Now select everything that has a texture, highlight them all and
click the delete button. Then just open your MW2 folder/zone/english and paste your extracted pre gfxs in the ZONE

folder/zone/english, all of them must be there. Once they are in all the zone folders, you must re-update all of the zones. You
can do this by going to cfg. If your using procyon you need to update all files in this folder (note: this is for procyon you will not
need to update in cfg). Lore So if you haven't noticed, I have added a section in this thread dedicated to giving an idea on what
to name some zones. There is nothing official and all of this is subject to change. But its a good starting point. It would be nice

if all the names of the zones were attached to the map as they are released. So once I'm done with adding the zip file for the
English version of the game and have the maps all over the place I could just hit the "re-name map" button in the skinning

software and have the maps renamed by an admin.Q: Renaming files in Powershell 3 I am creating a script to go through and
rename some files. The files that need renaming are.yml files. After some research, I thought that it was going to be an easy task

but I can't find a solution. I tried to use the.replace() and.rename() functions and variations but I keep having issues like:
FileName.replace('filename.yml', 'filename.yml.ext') or FileName.replace('filename.yml.ext', 'filename.yml')

FileName.rename("filename.yml.ext", "filename.yml") So to ask you some questions: Does PowerShell have a renaming
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